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ABSTRACT
Complex networks are ubiquitous; consider, for example, road networks, proteinprotein interaction networks, metabolic networks, power networks etc. They can be
applied to a wide range of areas like mathematics, computer science, social, and biological sciences. Random graphs can aid in observing the topological features in various
data sources and give insights on their respective real-world networks. In this thesis, we
study the particular case of small-world networks and compare them with random and
regular networks. We start by explaining the complexity of networks and how graph
theory can be applied to complex networks to understand their topological properties.
Using which, we can tell how nodes and edges are arranged in a complex networks. We
study some of the network models based on this work, elaborating how we can use these
models to explain their topological properties. Finally, we conduct an empirical study
on Transportation networks to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed framework.
Due to urbanization, more than half of the world population live in cities currently. To
overcome the rapid urbanization in a sustainable manner, transit systems all around the
world are likely to grow. By studying transportation networks as a complex network,
this thesis identifies the properties and effects of road network designs using a graph
theory approach. We observe that our network model follows small world properties
and, finally, some future works are proposed in this area of research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Transportation networks are a key component of a city’s infrastructure, and it is
therefore crucial to investigate the properties of such networks. Transportation networks have certain properties that characterize them as small-worlds, which was first
introduced by Watts and Strogatz (1998). The authors described small-world networks,
as a class of networks that are ”highly clustered, like regular lattices, yet have small
characteristic path lengths, like random graphs.” They proposed two effective and intuitive metrics, namely a characteristic path length, L and a clustering coefficient, C.
The first measures the typical separation between two vertices in a graph (a global
property of a graphs), whereas the second measures the cliquishness of a typical neighbourhood (a local property). Small-world properties have been widely investigated for
the World Wide Web, power grid networks, communication networks, transportation
networks, biological networks, and social networks. This work uses graph theory concepts to effectively convert a system into a graph and studying small world networks
using graph theory. The technique is simple, yet powerful, because it helps in capturing
real-world network properties. These properties plays a crucial role in determining the
structure and function of the network. It lay the foundation for an understanding of the
interactions within the networks where different entities are represented as nodes and
the relationships between them as edges. In other words, all networks have the unique
ability to have specialized nodes or regions as shown in figure 1.1. For example, a computer network with a group of machines dedicated to a certain task while simultaneously
exhibiting shared processing across all of the communicating nodes within the network
1

of all systems.

Figure 1.1: Different networks with corresponding nodes and edges

In this chapter, we give a brief sketch about the questions that led to the emergence of
this new approach to understand real-world structures and their dynamics. We discuss
in particular the emergence of the new field of research - Network Science, and the
various network models, their characteristic properties and their behaviour. In relation
to the theme of the thesis, we outline the significance of complex networks approach to
understand public transportation infrastructures.

1.1

Real-World Networks

In order to study various complex systems, a lot of real-world problems can be
observed as networks. Large networks have been used to model various types of phenomena, especially phenomena having to do with densely inter-connected entities, in
different fields of science. Although the concept of networks is well-known in the scientific community, new findings have given a new momentum to the subject which is now
referred to as network science. A network is a set of entities (nodes or vertices) with
connections (links or edges) that can exist between pairs of nodes. The entities can be
people, protein, companies, or locations and the relationships might include anything
which links these entities. The connection between entities is called network diagrams or
can also be called as network graphs, as it is easier to identify general patterns occurring
in systems. The representation of the network graphs is called the network topology
which is used to analyse how various nodes, devices, and connections on your network
2

are arranged to each other. Some of the topological properties include degree of a network, shortest path, clustering coefficient and centralities. Exploring the properties can
better explain the structure and function of the network. Many of the real-world networks are large and have millions of nodes and edges. To study them, it is helpful to
use mathematical models to identify the structural patterns and correlations within a
network.
Models for networks give insight about the properties of real-world networks and
help as a foundation for understanding the interactions within the networks. Analyzing
and interpreting large real time data is challenging. Many systems in the world have
been found to share similar network properties and their understanding can be relevant.
Motivated by small path length and high connectivity of large real-world graphs, we are
interested to study the small world properties and how is it significant in large complex
networks in real world.

1.2

Transportation Network

The availability of huge amounts of real-time data and sudden surge of interest in the
field of complex networks have attracted numerous researchers working in field of applied
sciences as well. Although the study of transportation networks has a long history, the
questions of interest have significantly changed after the introduction of network science
techniques. The network flow formulation in transportation networks has answered
many interesting engineering questions related to cost, connectivity and the shortest
path determination. Questions which are related to the topological structure of the
network, such as the presence of small-world property or heavy-tailed degree-distribution
patterns, or questions which are primarily concerned with the connectivity and evolution
of the network are answered in the network science domain. One particular type of
transportation network that is found interesting in the network science community is
the public transportation network. These networks specifically have been reported to
show scale-free degree distribution and exponential distribution patterns. Exponential
distribution is given by f (x) = e−x . Whereas, scale-free networks are described as the
networks which follow power-law distribution. The power law (also called the scaling
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law) states that a relative change in one quantity results in a proportional relative change
in another. Power-law is given by p(k) ∝ k −γ where the fraction P(k) of nodes in the
network having k connections to other nodes goes for large values of k. Figure 1.2 shows
how the density of the exponential and power-law distribution changes by changing
the value of the parameters to 2 and 3 respectively. Scale-free differ from exponential
networks in having a broad or ’fat’ tailed or the number of nodes with a large number
of connections is more than expected. As we can see from the figure, in exponential
distribution, the decay is in much faster rate when compared to power law.

Figure 1.2: Variations between Exponential and Power-law distribution

1.3

Contribution and Objectives

All cities in the world now have transportation systems that were planned to achieve
specific goals to move from one place to another. However, designing specific network
properties was not one of these goals. Now, there exists many transit networks in this
world, and one may ask whether these networks share common characteristics despite
the fact they were planned and constructed discretely. These are some of the objectives
that were set at the beginning of this work, and answering these questions offers a real
contribution to the society.
The planning and design of transit systems is a complex process that requires inputs
from different fields. The topological network feature of the public transportation systems is crucial since cities are growing rapidly, transit systems are also likely to grow
rapidly. As a result acquiring an understanding of the network properties and network

4

effects of transit systems may be a favourable practice to help transit planners. This
work essentially attempts to seek whether transport networks possess properties that
were not specifically designed at the planning phase, but are nonetheless inherently
present in their topology, and whether these properties can be controlled and planned
for in the future to meet the transportation vision. The main objective of this thesis is to
identify and analyze the topological network properties and effects of pubic transportation systems, which includes network resilience that leads to the development of better
transport network design recommendations. More specifically, this thesis attempts to
achieve the following objectives,

1. Survey how networks can be studied using a graph theoretic approach.
2. Study characteristic properties of small world networks and how they are different
from those of regular and random networks.
3. Study the complexity of large-scale transportation networks and demonstrate the
presence of the small-worlds properties.
4. Explore the relationship between topological structure of transportation networks
and their fault tolerance via simulation studies.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 gives brief introduction of research,
identify research problems, defines research objectives and questions related to the objectives. Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background needed to support the analysis.
In section 2.1, we offer an overview of the small world networks. We report the importance of network features, followed by a brief review of useful local and global network
properties. Then, we discuss the importance of analyzing the topological features of
networks, followed by specific topologies used in this context. Next, the features and
literature background of transportation networks is reviewed. Section 2.4 provides the
previous work related to network resilience. To conclude, we offer a quick review of the
previous works studied to perform our analysis. Chapter 3 introduces the topological
properties along with different graph models. Here, the structure and properties of different graphs are studied in detail. Also, methods and algorithms to generate different
graph models are analysed. Chapter 4 is the first main chapter, where small world
5

properties of road and air networks are explored and compared with equivalent random
and regular graphs. The algorithms have been tested on rapid urban transportation
system and produced the results for Road and Air network so as to analyse and study
the properties in various category of networks. In the first section, Road network is
analyzed for 9 different Indian cities, each one explaining a specific part of the analysis, followed by the second section with the global air network. The number of nodes,
number of edges, diameter, average path length, average degree and degree distribution,
and average clustering coefficient are illustrated and analysed rigorously. Through this
analysis, we compare some well-known network models and properties, i.e. small-world
with Erdos and Renyi Random graph and Regular graphs. The research deepens by
providing an overview of nodes centrality measures. To be more precise, we analyze
two types of centrality: betweenness and closeness. Chapter 5 is the second main chapter, which illustrates the network resilience part of the transportation network, where
deleting of nodes based on various modes are analysed. The analysis is done based on
random and intentional failures. The last Chapter 6, presents some general and specific
conclusions for each section of the analysis. In addition, certain ideas for future works
and some suggestions on how the work done may be used to improve transportation
planning and service.

6

Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1

Introduction

The field of network science is relatively young and is linked to graph theory which
was initially started by exploring the regular graphs. Regular graphs are graphs with
specifically defined structures such as lattices, and typically be relatively small in size,
meaning that graphs not with thousands of vertices. Irregular forms of graphs was
bought into attention later after the emergence of what is now called network science.
Network science notably deals with graph showing non-trivial patterns that are not
structurally simple and can have an unpredictable nature. These type of networks
are usually called as complex networks which occur in real world systems like World
Wide Web, phone call networks, biological networks, transportation networks. Usually
lattices have easily identifiable patterns, while random graphs have to be studied more
thoroughly. This discipline first emerged in the late 1950’s from the work of Erdös and
Rényi (1959) on random graphs, although it truly became popular in the late 1990’s
with the work of Watts and Strogatz (1998) on small-world networks and Réka Albert,
Jeong, and Barabási (1999) on scale-free networks.

2.1.1

Small World Network

Watts and Strogatz (1998) introduced a new network model named small-world network, which is highly clustered like regular networks, and highly connected like random
7

networks. They used the six degrees phenomenon principle which was first studied by
the social psychologist Stanley Milgram (1967), and popularly known as six degrees of
separation (see Figure 2.1 below). Through an experiment of passing letters among
strangers with minimum information given to all the people participating in the experiment, he found that it took an average of six steps for the letter to get from one stranger
to another. He thus concluded that two randomly chosen individuals in a human social
contact network are connected by a small chain of intermediate acquaintances.

Figure 2.1: Six degrees of separation (by Milgram, 1967)

The small world model has been actively applied to the various fields of networks
research due to resulting network topology with features such as smaller average transmission delay and more robust network connectivity. They proposed a specific construction of small-world model by randomly rewiring the edges. Rewiring means shifting one
end of the edges and attaching it to a randomly chosen node with probability p. With
varying p, the model’s structural properties can be considered through the two key
characteristics: the average path length, and the clustering coefficient. As shown in
figure 2.2, small-world networks lie in the intermediate region between p = 0, when the
network is still regular, and p = 1, when the network is similar to a random network.
The standard random network model possesses only the small average path length
property. On the contrary, regular network models have high connectivity. Watts and
Strogatz (1998), combined these two properties in one network model called smallworld networks by analogy with the social psychologist Milgram’s experiment, popularly
known as Six degrees of separation as mentioned earlier. Their paper was published in
Nature, June 1998 and ranks at 6 among highly cited papers in Physics. This paper has
8

Figure 2.2: Regular, random vs small world networks (generated from Watts and
Strogatz 1998)

received 2,700 citations between January 1, 1998 and August 31, 2008. Kleinberg (1999)
explained small world properties similar to Watts and Strogatz but with slight differences. Kleinberg used two-dimensional n × n grid of vertices to represent the network
(Figure 2.3), and a number of long-range connection edges were added and not rewired.
Once the edges are added, the probability of connecting two random vertices, v and w is

Figure 2.3: Kleinberg’s small world model (2004)

proportional to d(v, w)−q , where q is considered as the clustering coefficient. Kleinberg
also introduces some theorems to quantify the decentralized algorithms delivery time.
He proved that the delivery time needed for a Milgram’s letter to reach from one node
to another node is not always logarithmic, but it depends on other parameters as well.
The new parameter was (α >= 0) that considers the long-range connections and shows
different time taken for various interval of time.
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2.1.2

Topological Properties

Zaidi (2013), introduced a model to generate small world network from random
graphs. Initially, random network graph is generated and, then each node is then replaced with triads of different sizes (100 − 1000) to increase the overall clustering coefficient of the network. The author placed an edge between two triads for every edge
which is replaced by the initial nodes in the random network. The final network thus
obtained exhibits the two structural properties of a small world network. Additionally, the author also found the properties of community structures (clusters) with 17
nodes and 28 edges. Experiments showed that the generated networks exhibit clustered
small world properties. Dai et al. (2010), proposed a new “rich-gets-richer” rewiring
rule. Here the selection of the vertex to be reconnected was considered in a different
way than the Watts and Strogatz paper. While reconnecting, they link a vertex that
already has many connections and has a higher probability. W. Wang et al. (2020),
presented a study on the effects of small world and scale free properties on hierarchical
network. They constructed hierarchical self-similar fractal and found the average path
length and clustering coefficient of large network. As a result, they found that average
distance grows logarithmically with increasing order of networks. Soriano-Sánchez and
Posadas-Castillo (2018), proposed a new procedure based on creating triangles in the
regular network. The proposed algorithm reduces the average shortest path length and
mitigates the loss of clustering coefficient leading to the typical behaviour of small world
networks. The resulting network exhibits both characteristics of small world.
Alstott et al. (2019), introduced edge rewiring method that create a highly clustered network with an existing random network without impacting other properties of
networks like degree distribution and shortest path length. They used two algorithms,
Swing towards best for global optimization and Swing away from worst for local optimization. Results showed that the network had high clustering and while rewiring
the average path also decreased. Therefore, the authors claimed that their method
constructs small world properties. Boguñá et al. (2020), identified the homogeneous
and heterogeneous spatial networks that has three properties, i.e. sparsity, small world
properties, clustering. Menezes, S. Kim, and Huang (2017), proposed a method to
construct a Watts Strogatz network using a sample from a small-world network with
10

symmetric degree distribution. Their method yields an estimated degree distribution
which fits closely with that of a Watts Strogatz network and leads into accurate estimates of network metrics such as clustering coefficient and degree of separation. Luo
and Fang (2014), reviewed the small world network parameters and found out how the
parameters contributes to highest utility growth rate (UGR) in the economic system.
Their experiments involved number of neighbours, rewiring probability and the number
of redundant edges. The results showed that UGR can be increased only when neighbours are in the range between 2 to 18. Experiments also showed that the redundant
edges prove to have advantages when the economic system challenges any random or
deliberate attacks.
Sohn (2016), focused on the working method of small world algorithm. They studied
about the random rewiring procedure and the important metrics for evaluating small
world networks. Further, they provide the related issues in design and implementation
of small world network. Ma and Yao (2018), proposed a new family of modular, generalized self-similar and non-planar graphs as network space with multiple hub-vertex.
Various topological properties like degree distribution, the diameter, the clustering coefficient, the average path length was determined. Additionally, even the number of
spanning trees of a complex network to different structural and dynamical properties,
such as reliability, synchronization capability and diffusion properties was determined
in this paper. Du et al. (2018), considered average path length and average clustering
coefficient to measure small world property. They introduced a genetic algorithm based
on simulated annealing to enhance the diffusion efficiency of small-world phenomenon
on benchmark networks. Latora and Marchiori (2001), presented a weighted graph to
analyse small world characteristics on three real networks data i.e. neural network,
communication network and transport network. They worked on efficiency of networks
which can be defined as the inverse of the mean of the geodesic distance between the
nodes. The efficiency calculates how fast an information can be transmitted from one
node to another in a network. Firstly, they produced adjacency matrix (aij ). Secondly,
matrix for physical geographical distances (lij ) was generated based on the triangle
equality. Thirdly, they found the shortest path length (dij ) i.e., the distance between
nodes i and j from the (aij ) and (lij ). Finally, from these results, the efficiency of the
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graphs was found. To identify the efficiency in small world, they considered unweighted
graph with the total number of nodes in the network being, N = 1000 and k = 20 is
rewired and global efficiency (Eglob) and local efficiency (Eloc) were evaluated.

2.1.3

Transportation Network

The recent findings in the study of networks are quite promising for the future of
the network science community. While the study of transportation systems, by taking
a network science approach, seems relatively limited. This section presents a list of
past studies. De Bona et al. (2021), used weighted and unweighted network of a transportation network where nodes are the stations and a links are any number of routes
connecting two nodes. Weighted networks were built using the geographical distances
between two stations. They removed all the two degree nodes from the representation
to make the network simple and reduced. The authors applied their model to four
different bus, airport and metro transportation networks with around 50-1000 nodes.
From the results, the authors found the degree distribution, path length distribution,
connectivity distribution has small-world characteristics and, if a reduced network has a
hierarchical structure, the initial network is a scale-free properties. Hong et al. (2016),
investigated the structural properties of multilayer networks in China. They merged
26 layers together, where each layer is an airline company. They compared major and
low- cost airline layers to analyse their different contributions to the properties of the
networks. The authors found that the Chinese network has a high clustering coefficient and short average path length, thus producing a small world property. D. Wang
et al. (2019), conducted a study on the Chinese railway network, where rail stations are
the nodes and edges denote the transit services which connects two stations. They analysed various properties of complex networks like cumulative degree distribution, degree
correlation, correlation between in degree and out degree, betweenness centrality, assortativity coefficient of rail stations. The analysis results show that the Chinese network is
a core-periphery structure which exhibits small-world properties. The core layer consist
of 28 developed cities in china and the periphery layer consists of 227 other cities. Wu
and I. Kim (2020), introduced bike-sharing representation of five various bike-sharing
network in the United States, Canada, and China. From the network representation,
12

the authors deduced the network properties and their spacial autocorrelation to measure
the degree of clustering. Some of the properties were degree of the nodes, clustering coefficient, Average path length, degree centrality, node centrality, betweenness centrality,
closeness centrality. Results shows that degree centrality is positively related to the
closeness centrality which means the stations have high accessibility. Also, the network
representation showed that the bike-sharing networks have a small-world property. This
implies that bike stations are having high clustering coefficient and bikes can be moved
easily from one station to another. M. Li and Han (2017), analysed the topological characteristics and network dynamics on four different models, i.e. rules network, random
network, small world network and scale free network. They carried out an empirical
study on road network, bus network and track network in urban transportation system.
Based on the analysis the authors concluded that topological features of transportation
network can be used to analyse the robustness of a network so as to prevent random
attacks.
Latora and Marchiori (2002), studied Boston’s rail transit system and observed that
network characteristics can be obtained while separately analysing subway networks were
compared to those of the network combination of subway and buses. Siozos-Rousoulis,
Robert, and Verbeke (2021), proposed a methodology to study evolution of the U.S air
transportation network to reduce terrorists attacks based on topological properties. The
data comprises of flight data with origin, destination and number of people travelling.
The nodes were considered as airports and the edges were denoted by connections between the air routes. If there was at least one airline route, the two airports were assumed
to be connected. Different topological properties like centrality measures, network assortativity was evaluated. Results showed a decline of shortest path length and the network
had high connectivity. Addionally, node deletion method was applied to identify the network efficiency on targeted attacks. The authors concluded that since the nodes in the
network produces small world and scale free properties. Yang et al. (2011), proposes
a topological analysis of around 417 transit lines based on a functional representation
of network constructed from the urban transit system in Beijing. Here nodes represent
the transit lines and edges represent convenience for passengers to transfer from one
place to another. The statistical measures were computed and topological properties
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were investigated to optimize the transit system. The properties were compared with
random and regular network model which revealed that Beijing transit system exhibits
small world property. J. Li, Zheng, and Zhang (2020), studied the characteristics and
properties of bus and metro networks based on smart card data. Results reveal that bus
network has small world characteristics and metro network is has strong connectivity.
Next, they introduced PageRank algorithm to identify most influential nodes in the network to find out the distribution of the complex network. It was found that bus network
has weekday community characteristic. Additionally, they used community detection
algorithm to imply community structures based on modularity of Combo algorithm.
Liu et al. (2019), proposed two networks and the experiments were conducted based on
degree distribution and strength distribution. Firstly, they considered weighted bus line
network with 105 nodes and 2384 edges. The authors found the clustering coefficient to
be 0.74 and the average shortest path length as 1.56. Secondly, the authors considered
weighted unconnected bus station network with 887 nodes and 33659 edges. Results
showed that average shortest path length is 2.212 and the clustering coefficient is 0.735.
Both the networks have small-world phenomenon. Additionally, they also investigated
on the robustness of the network to random and selective attacks. Results showed that
the two networks were highly robust, and deletion of few nodes would not affect the
connectivity of network.

2.1.4

Network Resilience

An important characteristics of a transportation network is its resilience to failures.
Several authors have studied network resilience in different contexts. Reka Albert, Jeong,
and Barabasi (2000) compared the error tolerance in exponential random graphs and
scale free graphs in terms of the diameter and fragmentation under random failure and
targeted attack. The authors concluded that although scale free graphs are well suited
for random failure, they are extremely vulnerable to targeted attacks on high degree
nodes compared to exponential tailed graphs. However scale free structure is relatively
rare Broido and Clauset (2019), particularly in representing transportation networks
due to the high local connectivity.
Rouhana and Jawad (2020) introduced a method for assessing the resilience of trans14

portation network based on random and rank-ordering failure scenarios. The method
is based on the graph theory concepts and uses topological properties of urban network
to study the resilience metrics. Results showed that the road network of Beirut has an
average nodal degree of three and when exposed to failure, the graph is like a random
graph. Candelieri et al. (2019) focused on public transportation networks to analyse the
vulnerability and resilience in terms of targeted attacks, and cascading failures. Their
study is based on a topological approach based on graph theory to measure the vulnerability after the loss in connectivity and efficiency of the urban networks. Results were
obtained on the bus network in Florence, and the transportation network in the Attika
region, Greece. The results showed the potential vulnerabilities of the urban networks
and how it can be used to support the planning process in the study of possible vulnerabilities and resilient infrastructures against directed attacks and cascading failures. Liu
et al. (2019). used approximate algorithm for betweenness centrality to determine the
key nodes in a weighted urban complex transportation network. They introduced an
enhanced Betweenness Centrality, which can be defined as the ratio of the shortest path
number through the node to all the shortest path numbers in the network, to reveal the
importance of a node with less complexity. The results of the simulations obtained a
high accuracy and efficiency in computation in relatively short amount of time, which
can be used to support decision-makers for planning, managing, and optimizing traffic
in Urban Road networks.
Ahmadzai, Rao, and Ulfat (2019). evaluated urban road networks highlighting the
significance of nodes and road segments in a Geographic Information System (GIS)based approach. They introduced a new method called Integrated Graph of Natural
Road Network (IGNRN) in which the road networks are evaluated and patterned considering the importance of both nodes and road segments, simultaneously. They generated integrated graph of the natural road network by using GIS, and three different
classes of centrality parameters, namely closeness, betweenness, straightness were measured. Chatterjee, Manohar, and Ramadurai (2016)., studied statistical properties of
bus network in L-space which helps in understanding the relationship between the stops
or nodes in general. Various parameters like degree distribution, characteristic path
length and assortativity were considered. In order to identify the different zones of op-
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eration, they used community detection method based on modularity classes. They also
analysed network resilience by removing nodes in random and targeted based on degree
distributions and centrality measures.
Sen et al. (2003)., studied structural properties of Indian railway network (IRN)
where stations were considered as nodes and an arbitrary pair of stations were considered to be connected by a link when at least one train stops at both stations. They
observed that the mean distance of the network varies logarithmically with the number
of nodes with a high value of the clustering coefficient which implied that IRN behaves
like a small-world network. Mukherjee (2012) investigates on small world properties and
its assortative nature on Indian highway network (IHN). They considered an undirected
network with two nodes (cities/junctions) being connected if there exists a common bus
route between them. They studied the basic topological properties of the existing IHN
and identified the potential points of traffic congestion in the network by determining
the betweenness centralities of all the cities in India. Results showed that Delhi, being
the capital was ranked high among all the cities and handles maximum traffic. Hossain
et al. (2013), worked on a complex network approach for measuring the performance
and estimating the resilience of Australian Airports Network (AAN). The complex network analysis shows that the AAN can be classified as a scale-free small-world network.
They also investigated the level of vulnerability when the network is exposed to random
failures, most central nodes and link failures. The study showed that the AAN is robust in terms of edge or air-route shutdowns but very sensitive or less robust to central
node failures, particularly of the high-degree and high- betweenness nodes. Cheung and
Gunes (2012), studied several complex network features of the air transport network in
US which included average shortest path, degree distribution, clustering, betweenness
centrality, and resilience. To analyze resilience, they removed nodes and edges, which
corresponds to airport shutdown and flight cancellation between two airports respectively, in both targeted attacks and random failures. In a random failure in the U.S.
air transportation network reduces the size of the giant component by half. However,
in a targeted attack on the highest degree nodes 10% of node removals reduce the giant
component to half, while 5% can do the same damage when highest betweenness nodes
are targeted.
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2.2

Summary

In this chapter, we have addressed the previous related works. Problems of transportation planning was experienced from long back, and they remain present even today.
However, field that addresses such problems now is graph theory. The field of network
science is also emerging strongly and seems promising to analyse transport networks.
In particular, the discovery of small-worlds and their topological characteristics have
been studied previously. Several works have also applied these concepts to transport
networks, but their practicality to transit engineers and planners may be limited. These
research gaps, which are related to the analysis of structural measures, will be addressed
in this thesis.
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Chapter 3

Complex Networks: Models and
Properties

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the first section explains the different network models used for comparative analysis. The second section of the chapter describes the various properties used
in the structural analysis of such networks. A variety of network topology properties
have been used by researchers to study networks. Prominent measures of a network’s
topology include clustering coefficient, average shortest path length, degree and their
distribution characteristics, along with network diameter and centrality measures. So, it
would be useful to investigate the relationship among these various network properties
statistically.

3.2
3.2.1

Background
Networks

A network incorporates properties of the nodes and the type of the edges connecting
pairs of nodes. A network is a set of nodes with edges that can exist between pairs of
nodes. The nodes can be people, protein, companies, or locations and the edges might
18

include anything which links these nodes.

Figure 3.1: Network

3.2.2

Complex Networks

Complex networks are the networks whose structure is irregular, complex and dynamically evolving in time. It is the analysis of small networks to that of systems with
thousands or millions of nodes with non-trivial topological features. In other words,
features that do not occur in simple networks but often occur in networks representing
real systems.

3.2.3

Graphs

A graph is an abstract structure underlying a network. More formally, a graph G is
defined as a pair of sets (V, E), where V is the set of nodes or vertices and E represents
the set of edges, where each edge connects a pair of vertices which can be given by
E = {(u, v) : u ∈ V, v ∈ V } ⊆ V × V. A graph is regular if all the vertices have the same
degree and the degree of the vertex is the number of edges that are incident on it.
There can be different types. A graph G is called a directed graph, when the order
of the vertices in the edge is meaningful, or in other words, euv = (u, v) 6= (v, u) = evu .
In an undirected graph, the pair of vertices has no order, euv = evu . A graph also has
an equivalent matrix representation. The adjacency matrix of a graph G is defined as a
matrix AG , whose (i, j)th element AG
ij = 1, if (i, j) ∈ E and 0 otherwise. We note that
for an undirected graph, the adjacency matrix is symmetric.
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Figure 3.2: Adjacency matrix for graph

Figure 3.2 shows a simple graph with V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and E = {(1, 2), (1, 3),
(1, 6), (3, 4), (2, 5), (2, 4), (4, 5), (5, 7)} and also its corresponding adjacency matrix. This
graph structure can be further extended by considering AG
ij as a continuous variable
taking value from the real line R, instead of just 0 or 1. These graphs are called weighted
graphs. For simplicity, we shall only consider undirected unweighted graphs in this
thesis.
An undirected graph is a graph in which edges have no orientation, the edge (1, 2)
is identical to the edge (2, 1). A directed graph or digraph is a graph in which edges
have orientations. An arrow (2, 1) is considered to be directed from 2 to 1. So, we can
say that there is connection between (2, 1) as shown in the below figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Undirected and Directed Graphs

A connected network is an undirected network such that there exists a path between
all pairs of vertices. If the network is directed, and there exists a path from each vertex
to every other vertex. A network is considered to be a complete network if all vertices
are connected to one another by one edge.

3.3

Network Properties

We shall introduce a few more notations here. A neighborhood of a vertex v denoted
by Nv represents all the nodes adjacent to it, that is, Nv = {u : (u, v) ∈ E}. A clique C
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in an undirected networks G = (V, E) is defined as a subset of vertices V , where every
pair of vertices are adjacent. More formally, a clique C ⊆ V is such that ∀u, v ∈ C,
(u, v) ∈ E. Therefore, subgraph of G induced by C is complete.

3.3.1

Clustering Coefficient

Clustering coefficient of a node measures how densely its neighbors are clustered
together. The local clustering coefficient cv of a vertex v measures the cliquishness of
its neighborhood Nv . The clustering coefficient of a networks, introduced by Watts and
Strogatz (1998), measures the extent to which the nodes of a networks are clustered
together. It can be defined as,

cv =

2|{euw : u, w ∈ Nv ∧ euw ∈ E}|
,
|Nv |(|Nv | − 1)

where | · | represents the cardinality of the set. The authors further introduced an equivalent property for the whole network, called the network average clustering coefficient,
which is defined as the average of the local clustering coefficients,

C̄ =

1 X
cv .
|V |
v∈V

In Figure 3.4a the local clustering coefficient of the red node will be 01 . As the neighborhood of the red node consist of two blue nodes and there can be a total of one possible
edge between them. So, for the three nodes to be a clique there should be an edge
between the two nodes. Since the number of edges between the nodes is zero, so is the
result. Similarly, in the 3.4b, there should be three edges for this neighborhood to be
a clique. But since there is only one edge, so the cliquishness can be measured as

1
3

,

which is the local clustering coefficient of that particular red node.
Local clustering coefficient is computed for every vertex in the entire graph and
average of all the vertices gives the networks average clustering coefficient.
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(a) Example 1

(b) Example 2

Figure 3.4: Clustering Coefficient

3.3.2

Average Shortest Path Length

Another way to measure the connectivity within a graph is by means of average
shortest path length. In an undirected graph G = (V, E), a path between a pair of
vertices u and v can be defined as a sequence φuv = (e1 , · · · , el ) of edges connecting
a sequence of vertices (u, u1 , · · · , ul−1 , v), that is, e1 = (u, u1 ), el = (ul−1 , v) and ej =
(uj−1 , uj ), j = 2, . . . , l − 1. The path length, denoted by |φuv | is the number of edges in
the sequence φuv . A graph is said to be connected if there exists a φuv for every pair of
(u, v) ∈ V × V . Let Φuv represent the set of all possible paths between u and v. The
shortest path φ∗uv is the one that has minimum path length, |φ∗uv | ≤ |φuv |, ∀φuv ∈ Φuv .
Let luv = |φ∗uv | denote the length of the shortest path between u and v. Then, the
average shortest path length of graph G is given by,

lG =

X
1
luv .
|V |(|V | − 1)
u6=v

To understand the concept better, lets consider the starting node to be u and ending
node as v in the figure 3.5. Then a path is any route you can take to go from u to v and
this route is sequence of edges that starts from u and ends at v. There are three different
routes that can be chosen to go from one red node to other as shown in all the three
examples. As mentioned earlier, since, the length of path is measured by the number of
edges in the sequence. So, the length of the path in figure 3.5a is one. Similarly, in 3.5b
and 3.5c the length of the path is 2 and 4 respectively. The shortest path is considered
to be the one which has the minimum length which is one in this case. Such shortest
path lengths can be calculated for every pair of vertices and eventually, the average of
all such shortest path lengths gives the shortest average path length of a graph.
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(a) Example 1

(b) Example 2

(c) Example 3

Figure 3.5: Average Path Length

It is evident from the definition and the examples that for a graph with a large
average shortest path length, on average a longer path has to be traveled to reach from
one node to another compared to a graph with shorter average shortest path length.

3.3.3

Diameter

In order to measure the size of a network, the network diameter can be used. It is
defined as the maximum of all shortest paths between all pairs of vertices in the network.
The larger the diameter is the more geographically spread out the network in general is.

3.3.4

Degree Distribution

The degree of a node refers to the number of edges incident on a node v. In other
words the degree of a vertex, represented by degree di can be defined by the number of
outgoing edges from the vertex. A plot for any given graph can be formed by making a
histogram of the degrees of vertices. For example (Figure 3.6).
For instance, the graph 3.6a shows that, vertex 1 has one outgoing edge, whereas
vertex 2 has two outgoing edges and vertex 3 has three outgoing edges. In this case,
the number of degree for each vertex is 1,2, and 3 respectively. The frequency plot for
the same would look like 3.6b, which is the degree distribution of the graph. Degree
distribution plot of a graph gives an idea about the most common degree, the least
common degree and the overall distribution of the degree.
Different models for degree distributions have been mentioned in the literature. Exponential degree distributions can be simply modeled as p(k) =

1 −k/θ
,
θe

where p(k)

is the probability density for degree k and θ > 0 is the scale parameter representing
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(a) Example1

(b) Example2

Figure 3.6: Degree Distribution

the spread of the distribution. Polynomial-tailed degree distributions, which have a fat
tail can be represented as p(k) ∝ k −γ , where γ is the degree of the polynomial. This
distribution is also known as power law distribution. Scale invariance is an important
property of this kind of distribution, which indicates that scaling k by a constant factor
will result in a power law distribution that is a constant multiple of the original power
law. Exponential random graphs (Erdös and Rényi, 1959) have exponential degree distribution whereas the graphs with power law degree distributions are known as scale
free graphs (Réka Albert and Barabási, 2002).

3.3.5

Betweenness Centrality

Centrality is used to measure the importance of various nodes in a network, as in
how “central” a node is in the network. Betweenness centrality is a measure of centrality
in a graph based on shortest paths. It is a centrality measure that is defined by the walk
structure in the graph. The betweenness centrality of a vertex v ∈ V or an edge e ∈ E
of a connected and undirected graph G = (V, E) are defined as,

b(v) =

X σst (v)
,
σst

b(e) =

X σst (e)
s6=t

s6=t6=v

σst

,

(3.1)

where σst (v) are σst (e) are the total number of shortest paths between two vertices s and
t that goes through vertex v or edge e respectively, σst is the total number of shortest
paths between s and t. Therefore, as the betweenness increases, so does the importance
of the corresponding vertex or edge in keeping the graph tightly connected. Removing a
vertex or an edge with high betweenness will result in an increase in the average shortest
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path length or the diameter of the graph. The computation of betweenness centrality
requires finding shortest paths for every pair of vertices. Brandes (2001) proposed an
algorithm for computing betweenness centrality with time complexity O(|V ||E|), that
is particularly efficient for sparse graphs.

3.3.6

Closeness Centrality

Closeness is another centrality measure for a vertex in a graph, that quantifies how
close it is to the rest of the vertices. The closeness centrality of a vertex v ∈ V is defined
as the reciprocal of the sum of all shortest path lengths between v and another node
u ∈ V distinct from v, that is,

c(v) = P

1
,
l(u, v)

(3.2)

u∈V

where l(u, v) represents the shortest path length between u and v and u 6= v. Therefore,
the closer a vertex to the rest of the graph, the smaller will be the denominator of c(v)
resulting in a smaller value of c(v).

3.4

Network models

We shall now discuss models forming different graphical structures such as regular,
random and small world network and their associated topological properties. We shall
also describe algorithms to generate these network models, which will be used later
to compare and contrast the road networks with equally sized graphs based on these
models.

3.4.1

Regular

Regular networks are ”regular” because each node has exactly the same number of
edges. A regular network has a very deterministic edge connectivity. An example of a
regular network is a ring lattice GL with n number of nodes, where each node having
degree K and total number of edges in the network is
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nK
2 .

Note that nK should be

even. Algorithm 1 can be used to create such a ring structure with n number of nodes
and

nK
2

edges.

Algorithm 1: Ring lattice
Input: n = number of nodes, k = degree (k is even)
Output: Ring lattice with n nodes and nK
2 edges
GL = (V, E), where V = {1, · · · , n} and E = φ
/* Creating a ring lattice with n nodes each having degree K

*/

for every vertex v ∈ V do
E = E ∪ {(v, (v + 1) mod n), (v, (v + 2) mod n)}

It is due to this regularity, that the amount of local clustering is quite high compared
to other networks where the edges are more irregularity connected. The network average
clustering coefficient for a ring lattice is given by C =
However the average path length lreg ≈

n
2K

3(K−2)
4(K−1) ,

as K → ∞, C → 3/4.

 1 indicating that the average separation

of two nodes is quite high in GL .

3.4.2

Random

Random network is such that the edge connectivity is random. A random network
model, denoted by G(n, p), was proposed by Gilbert (1959), where every pair of nodes are
connected with probability p. Any particular random network follows Bin(N, p), where

N = n2 , that is, the probability of a random network with m edges is pm (1 − p)N −m .
Algorithm 2: Random graph generation
Input: n = number of nodes, m = number of edges
Output: Random network Grand with n nodes and m edges
Grand = (V, E), where V = {1, · · · , n} and E = φ
/* Creating a uniform spanning tree with n nodes and n − 1 edges following
Wilson’s random walk algorithm

*/

S = {1, · · · , n} and T = φ
current node = random node selected from V
while S not empty do
neighbor node = random node selected from V
if neighbor node not in T then
E = E ∪ {(current node, neighbor node)}
S = S\{current node}
T = T ∪ {current node}
current node = neighbor node
/* Adding rest of the m − n + 1 edges randomly

while |E| not equal to m do
Randomly select two vertices (u, v) from V
E = E ∪ {(u, v)}
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*/

Erdös and Rényi (1959) proposed a very similar model, denoted by G(n, m), where
the networks with m edges follows a uniform distribution with probability given by

1/ N
m . The two models G(n, p) and G(n, m) are almost interchangeable if we choose
m = N p. Note that in model G(n, p), the expected number of edges a network can have
is [N p]. Considering equivalence of two models, p ≈

2m 1
n−1 n .

If m <

n−1
2 ,

which might

be true in networks with small number of edges, it is very unlike to have a connected
random network.
To obtain a connected random graph, we followed a two step approach. In the first
step we create a uniform spanning tree with n nodes and n − 1 edges, and in the next
step we connect rest of the edges by choosing pair of vertices randomly as described in
algorithm 2.
It is evident from the expression of p that, when m is much closer to n compared to
N and n is considerably large, p ≈ 0. Consequently, the expected value of the network
average clustering coefficient, which can be shown to be equal to p turns out to be very
small.

3.4.3

Small World

Small world network, introduced by Watts and Strogatz (1998) lies somewhere in
between of regular and random networks. Unlike regular networks, every node in graph
can be reached from every other node in relatively small number of steps due to the
presence of few long edges, resulting in a smaller separation among the nodes. On the
other hand, these graphs have larger network average clustering coefficients compared
to the random graph, as the neighborhood of every node has a higher likelihood of being
a clique.
There are several ways to achieve small world characteristics by introducing regularity in a random graph or introducing randomness in a regular networks. Zaidi (2013)
have introduced cliques to increase the local clustering in a random graph to achieve
this. On the other hand, Watts and Strogatz (1998) transformed a regular graph into a
small world network by means of random rewiring of edges, as presented in algorithm
3.
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Algorithm 3: Rewiring strategy I
Input: Graph G = (V, E), probability p
Output: G rewired as proposed by Watts and Strogatz (1998)
for every v ∈ V do
for every evw ∈ E where w ∈ Nv do
Randomly choose a vertex u from V \Nv
/* Add euv and remove evw with probability p

*/

Choose a random number r from Unif(0,1) distribution
if r < p then
E = (E ∪ {euv })\{evw }
if G is not connected then
E = (E ∪ {evw })\{euv }

By connecting node u with some v ∈
/ Nu with probability p, a few long-range edges
are introduced to create shortcuts within a network, while removing an equal number of
connections between v with Nv making the network more irregular. For every node v,
on average Nv p number of edges are rewired in this way, keeping the network connected.
Thus, p quantifies the randomness in a networks, with p = 0 indicating a regular lattice
and p = 1 indicating a completely random networks.

3.5

Summary

To summarize, we have analysed three different graph models to effectively identify
which type of model does transportation network belong in order to grasp the complexity.
The three different models are regular, random and small world graphs. We also define
the different network properties mathematically so as to analyse the network topology
rigorously.
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Chapter 4

Transportation Networks

4.1

Introduction

This chapter describes topological features analysis of road and air networks. Two
different networks are modelled and the structural measures are analysed to understand
the difference. Network topology has been shown to be an important factor and we have
analyzed wide range of network topology features across real-world networks. Since network topology features are defined at network level, one needs to analyze a large number
of networks to be able to report statistically significant results. This section reports on
the network topology properties which includes: average path length, clustering coefficient, degree distribution, diameter, betweenness and closeness centrality.

4.2

Road Networks

The road transport networks often possess small world properties by design, as they
are built to allow mass transportation to maximum possible places in minimum possible
time. Therefore, these networks are expected to have high local clustering in order to
achieve high local connectivity making effective communication possible. Also, keeping
access to the long distance places reasonably convenient, with shortest path lengths.
We have chosen road networks from nine major cities in India which are Delhi, Kolkata,
Mumbai, Chennai, Bengaluru, Pune, Hyderabad, Surat and Ahmedabad to study the
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properties of road networks. The data set has been taken from figshare repository, created by Karduni, Kermanshah, and Derrible (2016), where the authors have discussed
the data format in detail. Each road network consists of millions of data. The dataset
consist of X coordinate and Y coordinate, which imply the UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinates. The UTM coordinate system divides the world into sixty
north-south zones. From the UTM coordinates, the UTM zones of each cities can be interpreted. For example, UTM zone for Bengaluru is 43. Using the UTM coordinates and
the UTM zone, we can find out the latitude and longitude of each location. Each location
reveals each data point in the dataset. In these road networks, the spatial intersections
of roads are considered as vertices and the road segment connecting two intersections
corresponds to the edge connecting the two vertices.Transportation networks are often
modeled by two popular methods, namely L-space and P-space as shown in Figure 4.1.
L-space defines the relationship between two adjacent nodes which are directly linked
via edges or connection on the same route, whereas P-space is considered as a transfer
network in which every possible pair of nodes belonging to a route are connected via
edge.

(a) L-Space

(b) P-Space

Figure 4.1: L-Space and P-Space topological representation of three lines: Purple
Line with 5 nodes, Yellow line with 5 nodes and Orange line with 3 nodes.

The objective of L-space is used to find out if there are any isolated nodes or evaluating the relationship between the neighbour nodes, whereas P-space can be used to
compute the average amount of transfers to reach a destination like passengers moving
from one place to another via bus stops. So, P-Space can better describe the accessibility
and convenience of transportation network. Instead of studying specific transportation
networks, like bus network, where P-space modeling would be more relevant, we opted
for the L-space model of the network in order to explore the relationship between the
nodes. Thus, we have considered a very general L-space structure of the network to
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explore overall connectivity instead of sticking to a specific transit networks like bus or
metro networks which would restrict the scope. Moreover, studying the general structure will help in designing better transit networks as well. This helps uncover generic
characteristics of the networks like betweenness, closeness and fault tolerance of the
network that are potentially useful to the urban infrastructure developers in analyzing
and addressing problems inherent in such large road networks.

4.2.1

Connectivity Measures

We shall now study the different topological properties discussed in the last chapter
for all the road networks. In particular, we shall explore the degree distributions, average
clustering coefficient, average shortest path length, network diameter. We shall study
the small world-ness of these road networks by comparing and contrasting those with
the properties of the regular, random graphs of comparable sizes.

Degree Distribution

Let G = (V, E) represent a road network, with the vertex set V representing the
road intersections and the edge set E representing the road segments connecting the
corresponding intersections. The number of roads connected to each intersection vi
represents its degree di . For better understanding and visualization, Figure 4.2 shows
a comparative degree distribution of all the nine cities, where maximum degree is 10,
while most of the vertices have degree ≤ 4 which implies that network is very sparse.
Note that, degree 3 can be seen to be most frequent
Here we have chosen log1 0 scale for the Y-axis representing the count. Note that,
if the degree distribution of a graph follows an exponential distribution, that is, p(k) =
1 −k/θ
θe

where θ represents the scale parameter, then loge p(k) is linear in k. In other

words, the loge count will be linear in the corresponding degree. In the above plot
negative linear trends can be observed implying exponential degree distributions for the
road networks.
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Figure 4.2: Degree distribution of the road networks of nine cities in India, with
frequency drawn in log10 scale.

Network Diameter

It is defined as the length of the longest path of all the shortest paths in a network.
Another way to measure the diameter is to take the average of all the shortest paths as
mentioned in Reka Albert, Jeong, and Barabasi (2000). Table 4.1 shows the network
diameter of the road networks based on the first definition. Since we are considering the
L-space representation of the road networks with every road intersection as a vertex,
the diameters turned out to be large. A scale free graph structure with small diameter
is not feasible here due to geo-spatial constraints. Meaning that, road intersections are
usually separated by a distance which has geographically larger area.

Clustering Coefficient

As defined previously, clustering coefficient of a node is defined as the ratio of the
number of links shared by its neighboring nodes to the maximum number of possible
links among them. Table 4.1 shows the clustering coefficients for the road networks
which turn out to be much closer to the regular networks implying much better local
clustering compared to the random graphs. This also implies that Indian road networks
follow small world properties.
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City

Nodes

Edges

Diameter

Kolkata
Delhi
Bengaluru
Chennai
Hyderabad
Mumbai
Pune
Surat
Ahmedabad

19459
17223
20336
18757
18307
17503
19256
2508
12747

24596
24139
24410
24706
24210
24099
24667
3591
18117

148
168
257
171
205
186
153
73
129

Clustering Coefficient
Regular
Road
Random
Network
Network
Network
0.13
0.03
4.6 × 10−5
0.20
0.04
1.7 × 10−4
0.10
0.04
9.3 × 10−5
0.16
0.03
2.3 × 10−4
0.16
0.03
2.1 × 10−4
0.19
0.05
9.6 × 10−5
0.14
0.04
7.9 × 10−5
0.22
0.06
9.2 × 10−4
0.21
0.05
7.4 × 10−5

Shortest Path Length
Regular
Road
Random
Network
Network
Network
3036.88
55.99
10.41
2458.30
63.24
9.38
3318.02
89.77
10.90
2823.77
59.70
9.91
2746.42
77.31
9.86
2535.94
67.77
9.49
2970.35
60.98
10.30
352.25
28.91
7.39
1798.78
49.29
8.30

Table 4.1: The table reports the topological properties of the road networks in the
nine cities in India. The calculations were based on a giant component of the graph.

Average Shortest Path Length

The number of nodes considered have been reported along with the respective average
shortest path length in Table 4.1. The road networks of different cities have been
computed and compared with regular lattice and a random graph following Erdös and
Rényi (1959) with same number of vertices and edges for every city. The average shortest
path lengths for the road networks are far below those of the regular networks, thus
consistent with the property of a small-world network.
The results for the networks have been presented in table 4.1 to show the pattern
of the small world properties. Nine different cities across India have been considered
for analysis based on the largest connected components in the networks. The results
show that random networks have low average shortest path lengths and network average
clustering coefficient and regular networks have high average shortest path length and
network average clustering coefficient. Visualization of the corresponding networks are
shown in figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5.
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(a) Regular

(b) Bengaluru

(c) Random

(d) Regular

(e) Kolkata

(f) Random

(g) Regular

(h) Delhi

(i) Random

(j) Regular

(k) Chennai

(l) Random

Figure 4.3: The central column in figure represents road networks of four cities Bengaluru (b), Kolkata (e), Delhi (h) and Chennai (k). The sub-figures in the left
and right columns represent the corresponding equivalently sized regular and random
networks. The figures clearly demonstrate the differences in connectivity across different
graphs types.
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(a) Regular

(b) Hyderabad

(c) Random

(d) Regular

(e) Mumbai

(f) Random

(g) Regular

(h)
Ahmedabad

(i) Random

(j) Regular

(k) Pune

(l) Random

Figure 4.4: The central column in figure represents road networks of four cities Hyderabad (b), Mumbai (e), Ahmedabad (h) and Pune (k). The sub-figures in the left
and right columns represent the corresponding equivalently sized regular and random
networks.
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(a) Regular

(b) Surat

(c) Random

Figure 4.5: The central sub-figure represents the road network of Surat, while the
left and right sub-figures represent the corresponding equivalently sized regular and
random networks.

We observe the variations of the three different types of graphs which shows that
pattern of the graphs changes distinctively corresponding to their properties.

4.2.2

Centrality Measures

Here we discuss the betweenness and closeness centralities for the vertices of all the
road networks. We also compare these measurements with those corresponding to the
exponential and scale free graphs of equivalent sizes. Since the road networks show very
similar centralities, we chose only Delhi network to perform this comparison and discuss
our findings.

Betweenness

Figure 4.6 displays the distributions of the vertex betweenness of all the road networks. The X-axis represents the vertex betweenness and Y- axis is the probability
density. We have considered only those shortest paths which are below a cutoff length
of ten, as a shortest path of length more than ten can be considered too large to be
relevant. Note that all these distributions have long tails, peak near zero and decrease
monotonically.

Closeness

We have used normalized version of the closeness centrality that is also the reciprocal of the average shortest path length from vertex v. The Figure 4.7 represents the
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Figure 4.6: The density plot represents the distributions of the vertex betweenness
for all the city road networks. X-axes have been scaled by a factor of 103 for the ease
of presentation.

distribution of closeness centrality for all the vertices in different road networks. We
have estimated the normalized closed by cutting off the path lengths beyond ten, since
a shortest path of length beyond ten will not be relevant in a real-world scenario. In
other words, in a very large graph looking at every pair of vertices while computing the
betweenness does not make sense. To compute the betweenness of a vertex v, a pair
of vertices (s,t) will only play a meaningful role when the shortest path length between
s and t is not very large. All the graphs have a long tail indicating that a very small
number of nodes will have high closeness centrality. However, unlike betweenness centralities, the density of vertices having near zero closeness is considerably small and we
observe lesser skewness, which is much closer to normal distribution.
To compare the centrality of the road networks with those of an exponential random
graph (Erdös and Rényi, 1959) and a scale free graph by Reka Albert, Jeong, and
Barabasi (2000), we chose the road network of Delhi represented by GDelhi (n, m) (other
cities have similar network centrality structure as found in Figure 4.6 and 4.7) and
created equivalent random and scale free graphs with same number of vertices and

edges. The random graph Grand (N, p) is such that N p = m, where N = n2 , n being
the number of vertices in the road network, p is the probability that any pair of vertex
is connected, and m is the number of edges in the road network. To create an equivalent
scale free graph Gsf we generate a non-growing random graph with n and m as the
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Figure 4.7: The density plots represent the distributions of the closeness centrality
for all the vertices in the city road networks. X-axes have been scaled by a factor of
105 for the ease of presentation.

number of vertices and edges respectively and degrees following an expected power-law
distribution p(k) = k −δ where δ = 3 (Goh, Kahng, and D. Kim (2011)). Note that
Grand has an exponential tailed degree distribution while that of Gsf is polynomialtailed. Figure 4.8 presents a comparison of the betweenness and closeness of Delhi road
network with corresponding random and scale free graph of equivalent size.
It can be observed that in the log10 -scale, betweenness of the vertices in a city road
network is smaller compared to to those of the exponential random graph or scale free
graph. This can be attributed to the fact that, random connectivity is not observed
in city road networks due to geo-spatial constraints, that results in more regularity.
Similarly, scale free structure is also not feasible, particularly when we are analyzing
the network in L-space and a road intersection is spatially constrained to have much
lower degree compared to scale-free graph. Note that, there is a considerable number
of vertices with close to zero betweenness due to the presence of a large number of low
degree nodes in a scale free graph. A somewhat different scenario is observed in case of
the distribution of closeness. Exponential random network has a peak showing random
connectivity the closeness will not vary much. On the other hand, Scale-free network is
concentrated on the higher range. Due to the hierarchical nature the distribution will be
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Figure 4.8: This figure compares the betweenness and closeness centrality of Delhi
road network and equivalent exponential and scale free graphs with approximately same
number of vertices and edges. The X axis has been plotted in log10 scale.

more spread out. The closeness of the vertices of road networks is similar to exponential
with a more prominent peak implying the closeness of the vertices are very much similar.
However, note that the closeness is much smaller compared to the equivalent scale-free
network.

4.3

Air Networks

The air transport networks often possess small world properties by design, as they
are built to allow mass transportation to maximum possible places in minimum possible
time. Therefore, these networks are expected to have high local clustering in order to
achieve high local connectivity making effective communication possible. Also keeping
access to the long distance places reasonably convenient, with shortest path lengths. We
have chosen global air network to study the properties of air networks. The data set has
been taken from the (Flight route database at Kaggle). The air network consists of 3425
nodes and 19,257 edges. The generic characteristics of the air networks like betweenness,
closeness and fault tolerance of the network that would be useful in air transport network
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in analyzing and addressing problems inherent in such large air networks.

4.3.1

Connectivity Measures

Here we study different measures to quantify the connectivity within air network
including degree distribution, network diameter, average clustering coefficient, average
shortest path distribution. We shall compare and contrast these measurements with
those corresponding to equally sized regular and random graphs to claim small worldness of the air network.

Degree Distribution

Let G = (V, E) represent a air network, with the vertex set V representing the
airports and the edge set E representing the connection between different airports. The
number of airports connected to each other vi represents its degree di . Figure 4.9 presents
the degree distribution of the air network. Note that, the degree distribution in 4.9(a)
has a long tail with a very high peak near zero indicating that the network consists of a
large number of very low degree vertices while also containing a non-ignorable number
of substantially large degree vertices. We plotted by changing the X-axis to log10 -scale
in 4.9(b) and changing both the axes to log10 -scale in 4.9(c). The plot in (c) shows that
there is a linear relationship between the log10 count and log10 degree implying a power
law degree distribution in the air network.
(a) Original Scale

(b) Exponential Scale

(c) Polynomial Scale
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Figure 4.9: The figures show the degree distribution of the air network. The distribution is plotted in original scale in original scale in (a), X-axis is plotted in log10 scale
in (b) to show any exponential pattern, and both the axes are plotted in log10 scale in
(c) to verify if the degree distribution follows power law. It is apparent from (c) that
log10 -frequency is linear in log10 -degree.
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Network Diameter

As mentioned earlier, in order to measure the size of a network, the network diameter
can be used. Diameter of air network is 13 which shows, the air network is more
geographically spread out where the network covers a larger area. In the case of global
air network, it is believed due to the many extensions of air network i.e the edges of
the network, which means that one needs to change at most 12 flights on an average to
reach from any airport to any other airport all over the world. As it is best to have as
few change of flights as possible to reach from any airport to any other airport in the
network. We infer that the airport network has evolved, with the efforts from the service
providers, to be reliable for the passengers, thus acquiring the small-world topology.

Clustering Coefficient

The clustering coefficients for the air networks turn out to be much closer to the
regular networks implying much better local clustering compared to the random graphs.
As shown in table 4.2 ,clustering coefficient of our air network is 0.63 which is much larger
than that of a random network (0.003) of the same size and similar to that of a regular
network (0.59). This confirms the air network high clustering coefficient like regular
network and low average shortest path length, thus confirming small world properties.
Topological Properties
Diameter
Clustering Coefficient
Average Shortest Path Length

Regular
Network
283
0.59
142.00

Air
Network
13
0.63
4.10

Random
Network
5
0.003
3.62

Table 4.2: The table presents the topological measurements of the air network and
compares those with the measures of equally sized regular and random networks.

Average path Length

Average shortest path length have been reported in table 4.2. The results show that
random networks have low average shortest path lengths and network average clustering
coefficient and regular networks have high average shortest path length and network
average clustering coefficient. The average shortest path lengths for the air networks
are far below those of the regular networks, thus showing small world properties.
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(a) Regular

(b) Air Network

(c) Random

Figure 4.10: The air network is visualized in (b), while its equivalent sized regular
and random graphs are presented in (a) and (c) respectively.

The Figure 4.10 provides a visualization of the air network and compares it with
equally sized regular and random networks. Scale-free structure of the air network can
be easily spotted from the figure.

4.3.2

Centrality Measures

Betweenness

Figure 4.11 displays the distributions of vertex betweenness of the air network. Note
that the distribution has a very peak close to zero, while also having a very long tail. This
indicates that most of the vertices have very small betweenness while a very few vertices
are very highly connected to the rest of the network. This observation can be explained
by noting that air network have a few very high degree vertices, that is airports that are
directly connected to a large number of other airports. These airports, although small in
number, will have high betweenness and mostly responsible for the connectivity within
the network. While most of the other vertices are airports representing end points and
will have close to zero betweenness.

Closeness

Most of the vertices in the air network are closer to the rest of the network, as can
be observed from Figure 4.11. The mode of the distribution is towards the higher end
with a small mass close to zero indicating that a small number of nodes are farther away.
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Figure 4.11: The above histograms present the distribution of betweenness and closeness of the vertices of the air network.

Thus, the overall network is easily reachable.

To better understand the centrality measurements of air network, we conducted a
comparative study where the centrality measures of air network have been compared
with those of equally sized exponential random network and a scale free network. Following what we did for studying the road networks, here the random graph Grand (N, p)

is such that N p = m, where N = n2 , n being the number of vertices in the air network,
p is the probability that any pair of vertex is connected, and m is the number of edges
in the air network. To create an equivalent scale free graph Gsf we generate a nongrowing random graph with n and m as the number of vertices and edges respectively
and degrees following an expected power-law distribution p(k) ∝ k −δ where δ = 2 Goh,
Kahng, and D. Kim (2011). The results are shown in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12: This figure compares the betweenness and closeness centralities of air
network with those of equally sized exponential and scale free networks.
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We observe that the distribution of the betweenness for air network is more spread
out like the scale free network, while that for the exponential network is more peaked.
Due to the random nature of the connections between the vertices, the vertices of the
exponential network have similar betweenness. On the other hand we observe a hierarchical structure in the scale free graphs with high degree correlation, making the
centrality of the vertices vary over a much wider range. Whereas for closeness, in the case
of exponential distribution, since the vertices are connected randomly, we can expect
the vertices to have similar closeness, i.e. the distribution will have a high peak instead
of being spread out. For scale free network, on the other hand will have higher closeness. However, due to its hierarchical structure the distribution will be more spread out.
The air network shows scale-free properties and therefore will have a similar closeness
distribution. Although, it is concentrated at comparatively smaller values.

4.4

Summary

To summarize, a comparative analysis is obtained for both the networks wherein
the distributions reveal important characteristics. An empirical analysis is conducted to
interpret small world properties of road and air networks. The results of this topological
properties showed that road and air network lies between regular and random network
properties. The road networks show exponential degree distribution whereas air network
shows power-law degree distribution. The betweenness centrality measures for road
network are long tailed, where as air network shows very few high degree vertices as one
airport is connected to many other airports.
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Chapter 5

Network Resilience

5.1

Introduction

A network must maintain its overall connectivity to be stable where there should exist
a path between any two nodes. Generally, a network is considered functional, if it has
a significantly large component that remains connected. Certain unpredictable events
in some parts of a network can influence its topological properties and consequently
harm the connectivity. In critical cases, they can cause the overall network to collapse.
Such cases, include random failures in the network or certain specific attacks. Random
failures might be caused by car accidents, weather conditions, traffic jams, etc. Whereas,
targeted or specific attacks include terrorist acts, strikes, etc. Targeted attacks usually
occur at the most important parts of the network.
Resilience is the ability of the system to withstand these critical disruptions within
acceptable degradation range and recover within an acceptable time. Road and air
networks are used for daily commute, and therefore it is crucial to study the nature of
their fragmentation resulting from failures at random intersections or intersections of
importance. Motivated by Reka Albert, Jeong, and Barabasi (2000), we have studied
the fault tolerance of the road and air networks in which we analyse the robustness of
the network when a number of nodes or edges are removed. In this thesis, four different
ways for removal of nodes are considered:
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1. Random removal of nodes
2. Degree based nodes removal
3. Removing nodes with high betweenness
4. Nodes removal based on high closeness

We have introduced two types of uncertainties in the nodes removal process - (1)
the rate of node removal is varied over a wide range of values and (2) each node in the
network has a probability of failure what is defined based on the mode of failure, as will
be discussed in the next section.

Random removal of nodes

In a real-world scenario, the question arises on how the characteristics of a complex
network change when some of its nodes are removed randomly due to failure. We shall
discuss and analyse how a random failure (that is, when a node is removed at random)
affects the entire network. Henceforth, we will refer to such removal as random failure.

Removal of nodes based on high degree

Degree is one of the measures of centrality of a node in a network and it quantifies
the importance of a node in a network. Removal of the degree of a node can be an
important factor deciding the probability of failure, since high degree nodes are more
likely to be accessed by more commuters, consequently increasing the probability of
accidents, congestions , jams that lead to node-failure.

Removal of nodes with high node betweenness centrality

Removal of nodes with high betweenness is another important factor to analyse
network resilience. The probability of failure at an intersection can also be considered
proportional to the betweenness of the corresponding node in the road network, since
higher betweenness of a vertex v will have higher number of shortest paths between
pairs of vertices going through v.
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Removal of nodes with high closeness centrality

A node with high closeness, being close to the rest of the graph will be more populated, again resulting in a higher probability of failure.

5.2

The Analysis Framework

Let G = (V, E) be a transportation network, with V consisting of the vertices and
E consisting of the edges connecting the vertices. Let dv , bv and cv be the degree,
betweenness and closeness of the vertex v as defined in equations 3.1 and 3.2. Let
Xv represent a random variable that takes values 1 or 0, when v ∈ V is a faulty or
working vertex respectively. In other words, if a vertex is removed, consider value 1
and if the vertex is not removed, consider 0. Note that Xv ∼ Bernoulli(pv ), where
pv = Prob(Xv = 1) is the probability that v is faulty. The pv for the four modes can be
expressed as,

1. pv = 1/|V |
2. pv = dv /

P

dv

v∈V

3. pv = bv /

P

bv

v∈V

4. pv = cv /

P

cv

v∈V

Let pf represent the proportion of faulty vertices in the network. We have chosen pf
from the set {0, 0.02, 0.04, . . . , 0.5} in this thesis. For every pF , we form a stochastic set
of faulty vertices VF by choosing a random sample of size pF |V | without replacement
based on {pv : v ∈ V }. The vertices with higher pv ’s are more likely to appear in VF ,
thus mimicking a real world scenario, which is not deterministic in nature. Therefore,
vertices with relatively lower pv ’s will still have non-zero probabilities to appear as
faulty vertices, which would be impossible if the choice had been deterministic. Let VW
represent the set of vertices that are working, such that VF ∪ VW = V .
Let GW represent the subgraph of G induced by V W . We have analyzed the fragmentation of GW by computing the average component size and the maximum component
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th component of GW , where K is the
size in GW . Let GW
k , k = 1, . . . , K represent the k

number of components and GW
* represent the giant component that has the maximum
size. Let the average component size S̄ and the maximum component size S̃ be defined
as

P
S̄ =

W
GW
k 6=G∗

|GW
k |

K −1

,

S̃ =

|GW
∗ |
.
|G|

(5.1)

We have simulated 1000 realizations of V F ’s and the corresponding V W ’s and GW ’s,
for every pf . We have computed S̄ and S̃ for every realizations and took the average as
the representative values for the corresponding pf . In Figure 5.1 we have presented the
change in S̄ and S̃ for different road networks as the fault rate is increased considering
all four modes of failure.

5.3

Fault tolerance of Road Networks

Figure 5.1 presents the change in S̄ and S̃ for different road networks as the fault
rate is increased considering all four modes of failure. We observe that in all the city
road networks, as the fault rate increases the maximum component size decreases, with
the drop rates more or less similar except betweenness based failures, which drops at a
very high rate in the beginning.
This can be interpreted from the Figure 4.6. Since most of the vertices have betweenness very close to zero, the most likely vertices for removal, if chosen at random,
will have very small betweenness which will result in a minimal fragmentation of the
network with a giant component size close to that of the full network. On the other
hand, targeted failure will discard vertices with high betweenness resulting in a much
significant fragmentation. Thus the maximum component size will decrease much faster
in this case. Note that the betweenness for all the road networks follows power-law
distributions as mentioned earlier. While the the degree distributions and the distributions of the closeness are close to exponential tailed, with significantly smaller range of
variation. As a result, the degree based and closeness based failures behave more like
random failures.
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Figure 5.1: This figure represents how the average and maximum component sizes
change as fault rate increases across all the city road networks. There are four modes of
failures: betweenness-based, closeness-based, degree-based attack and random failure.
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A similar scenario appears in the average component size graphs as well. Due to the
removal of vertices having very small betweenness in the beginning, the network gets
fragmented with small components and a giant component as we already discussed. As
the fault rate is increased, the fragmented components get larger resulting in an increase
in the average component size. This is most prominent in case of betweenness based
failures due to the nature of distribution of the betweenness. When the fault rate exceeds
a certain breakdown point, the networks gets fragmented to an extent when there is no
prominent giant component and the average component size starts decreasing as the
fault rate is increased further. The maximum component size does not reduce much
after the breakdown point, as indicated by the flat lines in Figure 5.1. The breakdown
point is reached much faster in case of betweenness based failure, followed by degree
based failure. The random and closeness based failures behave almost similarly.

5.4

Fault Tolerance of Air Network

Resilience analysis of airport network can offer valuable insights for an airport network readiness and response behaviour to any catastrophic event. The behavior of such
networks failures depends strongly on specific scenarios and can offer an insight into its
structure, performance and resilience. In this section we shall see the resilience of air
network.

Figure 5.2: This figure presents how the average and maximum component sizes
change as fault rate increases in air network. There are four modes of failures:
betweenness-based, closeness-based, degree-based attack and random failure.
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Figure 5.2 demonstrates the network fragmentation due to the different ways a vertex
(node) in a network can become non-functional. The maximum component size decreases
at a constant rate with the increase of the rate of node removal when the mode of
failure is random. Since the degree distribution follows a power law distribution as
noted earlier from Figure 4.9, and the betweenness centrality is extremely positively
skewed as observed in Figure 4.11, the random selection of vertices will mostly involve
those with very low degree or with low betweenness. Removing such nodes will impact
the connectivity of the air network significantly. As a result, the maximum component
size decreases linearly with fault rate. A similar pattern is observed when a node is
chosen to be faulty due to high closeness. Since the distribution of closeness centrality
in air network is close to a normal distribution (Figure 4.11), the behavior is similar as
found in case of random removal. Note that, under these modes of failure, the giant
component size reduces by 25% after 20% of the nodes have been removed, and reaches
50% of the whole network only after the removal of 35% of the vertices. As a result
the average component size as defined in Equation 5.1 will only decrease very slowly,
mostly remaining close to 1.5 even when the fault rate is quite high. This implies that
the fragments are very small in size, mostly consisting of isolated nodes.
In case of removal of vertices based on high degree or high betweenness, however, the
maximum component size decreases rapidly due to the scale free nature of the network.
The vertices with high degree or high betweenness are backbone of the network, removing
which impacts the network massively. The average component size also increases rapidly
to the same reason. The size of the fragmented components get larger as the fault rate
increases resulting in an increase in average component size of the network. When the
fault rate approaches 20%, the rate of decrease in maximum component size suddenly
reduces making the curve almost flat. This is called the breakdown point, when there is
no significant giant component in the network. After this break down point, the average
component size start decreasing again, as the sizes of the new fragments have reduced.
The pattern of change in average component size in case of betweenness based vertex
removal is a bit strange in the beginning, which could be attributed to the uncertainty in
selection process of the nodes. However, the overall pattern is still apparent in the figure.
This clearly indicates that the air network is very robust in presence of random failures
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or closeness based failures, however not so robust when the failure is more systematic,
and based on degree or betweenness, due to its scale-free nature.

5.5

Summary

In summary, the results of this chapter demonstrates the behaviour of the road
network under various scenarios. To analyse the resilience we have considered removing nodes under different scenarios. The results shows exponential distribution when
nodes are removed randomly and when nodes are removed based on closeness centrality. Whereas, in the case of the most important nodes removal, we observe that the
networks demonstrate scale-free behaviour, thus following power-law distribution. On
the other hand, air network shows the network is less effected in the case of random and
closeness based failures. Also, in the case of degree based or betweenness based failure,
air networks get fragmented at much faster rate making it less resilient.
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Chapter 6

Final Words

6.1

Conclusion

In summary, the transportation network model is studied in this thesis, by using
graph theory and network analysis techniques to evaluate their topological properties
and analyse their resilience against failures or removal of one or more nodes. To analyse the robustness of the network in presence of vertex failures, the size of the largest
connected component and the average size of the isolated fragments are considered to
describe the possible impacts on the whole network. The metrics focused in this thesis are: clustering coefficient, degree distribution, average path length, and centrality
measures. The importance of these quantities has been first defined and emphasized by
empirical studies of real-world transportation networks. Stimulated by the high clustering and small average path length observed in real-world networks, this thesis presents a
combination of analytical results, empirical work and simulations regarding small-world
network models. Relevant results are obtained on two different environments, the road
network of several cities in India and the global air network. Considering the different
sizes and forms of the two networks, allowed to identifying different characteristics in
terms of network models, resilience and efficiency.
Road network with small average path length, and high clustering coefficient turned
out to be in a good agreement with the empirical study of real-world networks. Nine major Indian city road networks have been studied thoroughly in this thesis to understand
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their topological properties and robustness to vertex failures which often play an important role to city transportation infrastructure. We observed that the road networks
possess small world properties with degree distributions having more exponential-like
tails than fat tails that are often observed in the scale-free networks. The betweenness and closeness centralities are also computed, wherein the junctions are identified as
potential congestion points. A comparative simulation study unveils the fact that the
distribution of the vertex betweenness of the road networks, although has a very long
tail, is smaller in comparison to an equally sized random or scale-free graph. In terms of
closeness also, the vertices of an equivalent random and scale-free graph will have higher
closeness that the road networks. This happens due to the geo-spatial constraints in case
of road networks particularly when we consider the L-space structure of the networks.
We further observed that the road networks are quite vulnerable to failures, since the
sizes of the giant components for most of the road networks are reduced by 50% when
10% vertices have failed, and the reduction is even higher when the vertices with high
betweenness are faulty, something that is not very uncommon in road networks. Further
the average size of the fragmented components is also small implying that the network
gets fragmented in many tiny isolated sub-networks due to failures.
On the other hand, we also analyze the global air transportation network to better understand its large-scale characteristics. The air transportation network exhibits
small-world characteristics. Moreover, an important finding is that, on average, travelers
experience four transfers before reaching their destinations and they follow power-law
distribution. Removal of nodes, addressing the highest degree nodes of the network can
cause the creation of many connected sub-graphs, disconnected from the largest connected component, whereas an a failure addressing the highest betweenness or closeness
nodes causes the removal of important links of the two networks, with a consequent
reduction of efficiency. The results of this paper can support the planning process in
the study of possible failures of a transportation network and in the creation of resilient
infrastructures.
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6.2

Future Scope

The present work places before us numerous questions on practical application. One
important practical scope of this work is in the planning of large-scale public transportation networks for the future. This approach can be useful to build additional paths in
the existing network or to extend the network in a way that it preserves small world
properties. Also, network resilience is of great practical importance as it tells planners
the need to protect vulnerable nodes. It would be interesting to see the functionality
of those networks which are planned using network science tools and techniques. Thus,
network science techniques have immense scope in public transportation network planning, traffic management, predicting traveler choices in real-time, and understanding
complex crowd behavior in transportation science.
Although this study contributes a complex network analysis of the physical state
of the transportation network given the unweighted and undirected data, it would also
be interesting to study the weighted and directed network as it could reveal a clearer
picture of network dynamics. Also, further the study can be extended by considering
removal of important edges of a directed network. Such a study would reveal more
detailed insight of the topological aspects by identifying the edges with greater flow.
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